Abstract: We experimentally demonstrate an arbitrary-order bandwidth-tunable differentiator using a programmable optical pulse shaper, which is based on spatial diffraction and liquid crystal modulation. The impact of bandwidth of optical pulse shaper on output power and pulsewidth of differentiation is theoretically analyzed. In the experiment, all first-order, second-order, and third-order differentiators with bandwidths of 80, 160, and 320 GHz are obtained with average deviations of less than 4.2%. The differentiation of pseudorandom nonreturn-to-zero (NRZ) signals at 10 and 20 Gbit/s is also discussed.
Introduction
Temporal differentiation of optical signals has attracted much interest over the past few years due to its potential wide applications in optical computing and ultrafast photonic signal processing [1] - [5] . The design and implementation of optical differentiation is a primary step toward the practical optical computing circuits, which are new alternatives to the conventional electronic counterparts for overcoming the electronic bottleneck.
Currently, arbitrary-order optical differentiators are being widely studied since the differentiated signals have a variety of waveforms. An Nth-order optical temporal differentiator is defined as a device that provides the Nth-time derivative of the complex envelope of an input optical signal. As an example, first-order all-optical temporal differentiation can be used for ultrashort pulse generation [3] and odd-symmetry Hermite-Gaussian (HG) waveform generation [2] . Even more interesting would be the implementation of arbitrary-order temporal differentiation of Gaussian pulses, leading to the generation of higher order HG waveforms. The arbitrary-order differentiators were implemented by specially designed fiber Bragg gratings (FBGs) [6] , phase-shifted long-period fiber gratings [4] , [7] , tilted FBGs [8] , cascaded FBGs [9] , and so forth. The differentiated temporal waveforms in these schemes showed very small average deviations and very flexible pulse shapes. However, the differentiated signals had fixed pulse shapes and could not be easily altered once the gratings were fabricated. To demonstrate arbitrary-order bandwidth-tunable differentiation, one needs a programmable optical filter, such as an optical pulse shaper.
In this paper, we experimentally demonstrate an ultrafast optical arbitrary-order bandwidthtunable differentiator using a programmable optical pulse shaper, which is based on spatial diffraction and liquid crystal modulation. By designing the frequency response of the programmable pulse shaper, first-order, second-order, and third-order differentiators of Gaussian pulses with variable bandwidth are obtained with average deviations of less than 4.2%. The differentiation of pseudorandom nonreturn-to-zero (NRZ) signals at 10 Gbit/s and 20 Gbit/s is also discussed. Thanks to the programmability of the optical pulse shaper, our scheme can achieve different differentiation orders over different operation bandwidths. The bandwidth of pulse shaper could be adjusted to match the bandwidth of incoming signals to obtain high differentiation efficiency.
Filter Design and Operation Principle
An Nth-order optical temporal differentiator provides the Nth-time derivative of the complex envelope of an input optical signal. Therefore, the output differentiated signal in frequency domain can be written by
where ! 0 is the optical carrier frequency, and E in and E out are the input and output optical fields, respectively. Therefore, an optical filter should be designed with a spectral transfer function of the form ½jð! À ! 0 Þ N . A programmable optical pulse shaper is employed to generate the required spectral transfer functions. The pulse shaper is based on spatial diffraction and liquid crystal on silicon switching elements. The spatial diffraction can distribute the incoming optical frequency series into different spatial pixels precisely, and the liquid crystal modulators can offer precise manipulation of spectral amplitude and phase. The minimum programmable filter bandwidth is 10 GHz. More detailed description of the optical pulse shaper can be seen in [10] . Fig. 1 shows the designed ideal transfer functions for first-order, second-order, and third-order differentiations with different bandwidths. We also measure the corresponding amplitude transfer functions of the optical pulse shaper for comparison. Fig. 1(a)-(c) show the transfer functions of first-order, second-order, and third-order differentiations with a bandwidth of 80 GHz, respectively. Similarly, Fig. 1(d) -(f) show the cases of Nth-order ðN ¼ 1; 2; 3Þ differentiations with a bandwidth of 320 GHz. From Fig. 1 , one can see that good agreement between the designed and the measured transfer functions are achieved, and a small deviation appears at the amplitude hop, which is caused by the limited resolution (0.05 nm) of the optical spectral analyzer (OSA).
The proposed scheme for arbitrary-order differentiator is shown in Fig. 2 . A pulsed laser source generates an initial Gaussian pulse with a pulsewidth of several picoseconds. Subsequently, the programmable optical pulse shaper is employed, which has two functions simultaneously. First, it functions as a preshaper, to adjust the pulsewidth of input pulses by a tunable rectangular bandwidth. Second, it functions as a differentiator by designing the required transfer functions. Since the optical pulse shaper has a programmable frequency response, the bandwidth of high-order differentiators is tunable.
In the simulation, the initial Gaussian pulse has a broadband optical spectrum, and then it goes through a preshaper, which has a rectangular frequency response with a finite bandwidth. Obviously, the preshaper can control the pulsewidth of input waveforms by adjusting its bandwidth. Thus the output field of the preshaper is differentiated by photonic differentiator. Note that the bandwidth of the differentiator is equal to that of the preshaper. The total response of the optical pulse shaper is the multiplication of responses of the preshaper and the differentiator.
Assume that the pulsewidth of initial Gaussian pulse is 2.6 ps, and the repetition rate is 10 GHz. The bandwidth of the preshaper is 160 GHz. We calculate the waveforms and spectra of the differentiation evolution, as shown in Fig. 3 , where (a)-(c) are the initial Gaussian pulse, output pulse of the preshaper, and first-order differentiation waveform, respectively, and (d)-(f) are the corresponding spectra. Compared with the initial pulse, the output pulse of preshaper is broadened, and the pulsewidth is now 5.8 ps. From Fig. 3(c) , the peak power of differentiated signal is lower than the initial pulse and output pulse of preshaper since the optical pulse shaper is a passive filter with a finite bandwidth. In fact, the output pulsewidth of preshaper and the peak power of differentiators are highly dependent on the bandwidth of preshaper. Fig. 4 shows the pulsewidth of preshaper and the peak power of first-order differentiation waveform as a function of the bandwidth of preshaper when the initial Gaussian pulse has a pulsewidth of 2.6 ps. One notices that the output pulsewidth of the preshaper increases as the bandwidth decreases, but peak power drops as well, which may degrade the output performance. Although the output pulsewidth is tunable, the peak power of differentiation should also be considered. Besides, the selection of the preshaper bandwidth is also related to the bandwidth of initial pulse source. In terms of initial signals with small bandwidth, we may also use an optical pulse shaper with relevant small bandwidth to enhance the differentiator efficiency, because the small bandwidth means a relevantly high slope of the frequency response.
Experimental Demonstration and Discussion
The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 2 . A semiconductor mode-locked laser (MLL) acts as the pulsed laser source. An erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) and an attenuator (ATT) are used to adjust the input optical power. The optical pulse shaper functions as both the preshaper and the differentiator. Finally, an ultrahigh speed optical sampling oscilloscope (Alnair Labs, Eye-1000C) with 500 GHz bandwidth is used to measure the pulse waveforms, and an OSA (Anritsu MS9710C) is used to measure the optical spectrum. The MLL generates the initial Gaussian pulse train with a repetition rate of 10 GHz, and the pulsewidth is $2.6 ps, as shown in Fig. 5(a) . The measured spectrum is shown in Fig. 5(b) , which has a 10-dB bandwidth of $440 GHz.
Bandwidth-tunable differentiators can be achieved by designing the transfer functions with different bandwidths. For example, Fig. 6 shows the input and output pulses of Nth-order differentiators using designed transfer functions with 80-GHz bandwidth, where (a) is the output pulse of preshaper, the pulsewidth is $17.4 ps, and (b)-(d) are the corresponding first-order, second-order, and third-order differentiated pulses, respectively. It can be seen that the measured differentiated pulses fit well with the simulated pulses, except for a small discrepancy in the pulse sidelobes. The deviation of the sidelobes may be caused by finite-bandwidth filters. Fig. 7 shows the cases of Nthorder differentiators using designed filters with 320 GHz bandwidth, where (a) is the output pulse of preshaper, the pulsewidth is $4.3 ps, and (b)-(d) are the corresponding first-order, second-order, and third-order differentiated pulses, respectively. The measured waveforms fit well the simulated results and there is no pulse sidelobes in this case. Comparing Figs. 6 and 7, one can infer that the input pulse duration is dependent on the bandwidth of pulse shaper, and high-speed differentiation should be implemented with a large-bandwidth pulse shaper.
To analyze the differentiation accuracy, the average deviation is defined as the mean absolute deviation of measured differentiation power P m ðt Þ from the calculated one P c ðt Þ, on the pulse period T [11] where P m ðt Þ and P c ðt Þ are normalized, and T is the time repetition period of the input waveform, which is 100 ps in our experiment. Fig. 8 shows the average deviation of Nth-order differentiation for different shaper bandwidths. For example, when we are concerned about the case of third-order differentiation, the average deviation for 80-GHz bandwidth is 4.2%, whereas it is reduced to 2% for 320-GHz bandwidth, showing a smaller deviation. The same trend also appears for first-order differentiation and secondorder differentiation. Hence, a large bandwidth shaper will result in more accurate differentiation. The reason comes from two aspects. First, the large bandwidth shaper will help improve the output peak power for differentiated signals, further improving the signal-to-noise ratio. Second, the large bandwidth shaper will be prone to get narrower pulsewidth, further reducing the pulse duty cycle. From (2), one can see that the average deviation is effectively accumulated along the differentiated pulse duration but not the pulse repetition period. Therefore, the calculated average deviation is smaller for the differentiation pulses of smaller duty cycle. The same reason is suitable to explain large average deviation of higher order differentiation pulses. Fig. 8 shows that the third-order differentiation has a larger deviation than that of first-order and second-order differentiation.
The programmable optical pulse shaper cannot only process the differentiation of periodic pulse trains but processes intensity-modulated signals with pseudorandom bit sequence (PRBS) as well. As an example, the experimental setup for differentiation of PRBS signals is shown in Fig. 9 . A tunable laser (TLD) is modulated by two cascaded Mach-Zehnder modulators (MZMs). The bit pattern generator provides both data and clock electrical signals for the two MZMs. Both return-tozero (RZ) and NRZ data can be generated optionally. An EDFA is used to boost the input optical power. Subsequently, the optical waveform shaper is employed, and it functions as a differentiator by designing the required transfer functions. Finally, the temporal waveform is analyzed through a digital communications analyzer (Agilent DCA86100C).
First, the signal wavelength is fixed at 1550 nm, and an input NRZ signal with 2 15 À 1 PRBS at a bit rate of 10 Gbit/s is generated by the two cascaded MZMs, as shown in Fig. 10(a) . By applying the special transfer functions of first-order and second-order differentiation at a bandwidth of 80 GHz, we measured output traces of first-order and second-order differentiations, as shown in Fig. 10(b) and (c), respectively. The dot lines are calculated differentiations for comparison. One can see that the measured results are in good agreement with the calculated ones. Based on (2), the calculated average deviations for first-order and second-order differentiations are 6.2% and 8.4%, respectively. The time period is set at 1000 ps. Since the bandwidth of pulse shaper is much larger than the bandwidth of initial NRZ signals, the preshaper does not work. Now, the bit rate of input signals increases to 20 Gbit/s, and the differentiation results are shown in Fig. 11 , where (a) is the input NRZ PRBS signals at 20 Gbit/s, and (b) and (c) are the output waveforms of first-order and second-order differentiations, respectively. The dot lines are calculated differentiations for comparison. Similarly, the measured results accord well with the calculated ones, and the average deviations are 12.5% and 21% for first-order and second-order differentiations, respectively. Compared with the differentiation of periodic pulse train, the PRBS signals have a larger deviation, just because of the large duty cycle of NRZ signals. We also measure the third-order differentiation of PRBS signal, but the accumulated deviation is very large. We could not even obverse the correct output waveforms. Therefore, the differentiation accuracy is highly dependent on the pulse duty cycle. For input pulses with small duty cycle, the optical pulse shaper is able to implement precise high-order temporal differentiation.
Note that the selection of shaper bandwidth is related to the bandwidth of input signals. For example, to process PRBS NRZ signals at 10 Gbit/s and 20 Gbit/s, the pulse shaper with very large bandwidth, such as 320 GHz, is not necessary. On the contrary, a narrower bandwidth is more helpful to obtain higher differentiation efficiency.
Conclusion
We experimentally demonstrate an arbitrary-order bandwidth-tunable differentiator using a programmable optical pulse shaper, which is based on liquid crystal on silicon switching elements. By designing spectral transfer functions of ½jð! À ! 0 Þ N , first-order, second-order, and third-order differentiators with bandwidths of 80, 160, and 320 GHz, are demonstrated with average deviations less than 4.2%. The differentiation of PRBS NRZ signals at the bit rate of 10 and 20 Gbit/s is also discussed.
